DECT handset accessories – tailor-made to fit your needs

Ascom DECT handsets work even better with Ascom carrying, headset, and charging attachments.

DECT handset accessories
• Accessories for every work situation.
• Tested and approved for use with Ascom DECT handsets.

Carry with confidence
The right clip or case makes it easy and comfortable to carry a phone. Security pull-cords are also available.

Stay ahead with approved headsets
Choose between boom or cable mics. For noisy environments we offer Peltor headsets and adapters.

Always charged, always ready
Battery pack chargers, wall-mounted rack chargers, desktop chargers... choose the right accessories to keep your handsets on the go.
Carrying options

- Security string d43/d63/d81
  Art nr 660201
- Standard clip d43
  Art nr 660211
- Standard clip d63
  Art nr 660517, black
  660518, white
- Standard clip d63 Messenger
  Art nr 660267
- Standard clip d81 Protector
  Art nr 660295
- Swivel clip d43
  Art nr 660197
- Swivel clip d63
  Art nr 660506
- Swivel clip d81 Messenger/Protector
  Art nr 660277

Carrying case d43
Art nr 660520
Carrying case d63
Art nr 660521
Carrying case d81
Art nr 660282

Headset options

- Headset with mic on boom d43/d63
  Art nr 660508
- Headset adapter QD d43/d63
  Art nr 660515
- Headset adapter QD d81
  Art nr 660279
- Headset with mic on cable d43/d63
  Art nr 660516
- Peltor headset d81
  Art nr 660280
- Peltor adapter d81
  Art nr 660281

Charging options

- Battery pack charger d63
  Art nr CR4-AAAC
- Battery pack charger d81
  Art nr CR4-AAAB
- Charging rack d43/d63/d81
  Art nr CR4-AAAD, CR4-ABAD
- Desktop charger d43/d63
  Art nr DC3-UAAA, DC3-UBBA
- Desktop programmer d43/d63
  Art nr DP1-UAAA
- Desktop charger d81
  Art nr DC3-AAAB, DC3-AABB
- Desktop charger Advanced d81
  Art nr DC4-AA’B
- Desktop programmer d81
  Art nr DP1-UABA

Miscellaneous

- Battery d43
  Art nr 660177
- Battery pack d63
  Art nr 660497, black
  660507, white
- Battery pack d81
  Art nr 660273
- Battery pack d81 EX
  Art nr 660274
- Front plate d81
  Art nr 660302, 660334, 660303, 660304, 660305
- Pull cord d81
  Art nr 660275
- Battery pack opener d81
  Art nr 660349
- Battery pack Peltor Ex
  Art nr 660337
- Spare cable Peltor
  Art nr 660337
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